Founded in 1994, Torment of Souls can by now look back on a large number of live gigs. Concerts were performed together with bands like Asphyx, Dying Fetus, Desaster, Sadus, Tankard, just to name a few. So the name Torment of Souls became popular in Germany and abroad. The six-strong band knows how to delight their audience and get the masses moving.

Torment of Souls plays with three guitars. With this absolutely extraordinary line-up, they present a mix of Old School death metal paired with progressive influences and melodic sound. In this way they give their songs certain individuality, which is even more emphasized by the use of german lyrics in numerous songs.

Kontakt
WEB: http://www.tormentofsouls.de
Mail: kontakt@tormentofsouls.de

Booking
Jochen Hamper
Waldstraße 7
54634 Bitburg
Mail: j.hamper@tormentofsouls.de